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Working with Microsoft Dynamics(TM) CRM 3.0Microsoft Press, 2006
Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the fundamentals of adapting Microsoft CRM 3.0 to meet your specific business needs. With topics that include developing new functionality, designing implementations, and integrating Microsoft CRM with other business applications—including Microsoft Office OutlookÐ’® and Microsoft...
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Optical Switching  and Networking HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Before you begin to read this book, please take a moment to read these introductory comments. The title of the book may be misleading for many people:

For the engineering person, this may sound like the bible of optical networks and switching systems. Not so! This is not an engineering book and will not dig into the gory details of bits...
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Government Data Centers: Meeting Increasing DemandsNational Academy Press, 2003
As repositories of the nation’s environmental data, U.S. government data centers are constantly evolving. The data they collect, disseminate, and archive are critical to assessing the state of the earth and our effect on it. As the data record grows, so does our understanding of the environment. However, because of the increasing amount and...
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eBay Listings That Sell For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Discover the tricks top sellers use to grab attention   

   

   Create your own unique eBay selling pages with time-tested techniques   

   So you know your way around eBay, but you're not getting the highest bids for your items? Maybe your listings need a makeover! Here are all the...
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Building a Web 2.0 Portal with ASP.NET 3.5O'Reilly, 2008
If you think you're well versed in ASP.NET, think again. This exceptional guide gives you a master class in site building with ASP.NET 3.5 and other cutting-edge Microsoft technologies. You learn how to develop rock-solid web portal applications that can withstand millions of hits every day while surviving scalability and security pressures -- not...
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Demystifying the Ipsec Puzzle (Artech House Computer Security Series)Artech House Publishers, 2001
Now that the Internet has blossomed into the "Information Superhighway," with its traffic (and drivers) becoming increasingly diverse, security has emerged as a primary concern. This innovative new book offers you a global, integrated approach to providing Internet Security at the network layer. You get a detailed presentation of the...
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Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3DSybex, 2008
Learn all about Blender, the premier open-source 3D software, in Bounce, Tumble, and Splash!: Simulating the Physical World with Blender 3D. You will find step-by-step instructions for using Blender’s complex features and full-color visual examples with detailed descriptions of the processes. If you’re an advanced...
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Founders at Work: Stories of Startups' Early Days (Recipes: a Problem-Solution Ap)Apress, 2008
Sprinters apparently reach their highest speed right out of the blocks, and spend the rest of the race slowing down. The winners slow down the least. It’s that way with most startups too. The earliest phase is usually the most productive. That’s when they have the really big ideas. Imagine what Apple was like when 100 percent of its...
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DB2 Information Integrator And Websphere Portal Server: A Synergistic Solution (IBM Redbooks)IBM Press, 2004
Portals provide users with a single point of access to multiple types of information and applications through a Web interface. IBM WebSphere Portal for Multiplatforms is one of the industries’ most comprehensive portal offerings. It contains a wide range of portal technologies that help you develop and maintain B2C, B2B, and B2E portals....
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Building Design and Construction Handbook, 6th EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2000
A where-would-you-be-without-it handbook covering every single important step in building design and construction, now updated to include key changes in design and construction practices. Surveys materials, structures, soil mechanics and foundations, building types, hardware, insulation, acoustics, plumbing, and more--all the material that will...
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Practical Eclipse Rich Client Platform Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2009
Eclipse and the Rich Client Platform (RCP) together form a leading development platform. It provides a lightweight software component framework based on plug–ins. In addition to allowing Eclipse to be extended using other programming languages, it provides the key to the seamless integration of tools with Eclipse. The RPC gives Eclipse its...
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Biology Demystified (TAB Demystified)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Guide to understanding basic and applied scientific information, for those who've had not formal training in biology. Includes more than 150 illustrations, a pronunciation guide, self-tests, and reviews. Softcover. DLC: Biology.    

       UNDERSTAND BIOLOGY -- WITHOUT DISSECTING ANYTHING!
  If you're years removed...
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